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Scarf« A la croisée des 

chemins » 

Material: 

 8 balls of Urga de Fonty,  

Needles 8mm, cable needle 

1 row counter, a sew needle. 

Points and abbreviations : 

st: stitch 

k: knit 

p: purl 

*….*: repeat from * to * as often as necessity. 

R : row 

Twists: 

T1: over 7 st., slip 4 st. to cable needle and hold to back, k3, then p1, k3 from cable needle. 

T2: over 7st, slip 3 st. to cable needle and hold to front, k3, p1, then k3 from cable needle. 

Seed stitch :  

Row:*k,p*, finish with k1. Repeat this row. 

Gauge seed stitch, needles 8, with the threads in double: 14 st/20 rows. 

Size of the scarf : 192/22cm. 

http://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/category.php?id_category=69
http://lesaiguillesdecamille.com/product.php?id_product=647
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Work : 

Cast on 35 st, with the threads in double, and do 20 rows of seed stitch. 

Then, knit 2 times the following motive of 30 rows (a total of 60 rows) : 

R1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 15, 19, 23 and 27 : (k, p)x3, k3, (p1, k3)x5, (p, k)x3. 

R2 and all the even rows: (k, p)x3, (p3, k1)x5, p3, (p, k)x3 

R13 and 29 : (k, p)x3, (k3, p1)x2, T1, (p1, k3)x3, (p, k)x3. 

R17 and 25 : (k, p)x3, k3, p1, (T2,p1)x2, k3, (p, k)x3 

R21 : (k, p)x3, T1, (p1, T1)x2, (p, k)x3. 

Then, repeat 5 times the following motive (a total of 150 rows): 

R 1, 3 and all the odd rows until 27: (k, p)x3, k3, (p1, k3)x5, (p, k)x3. 

R2, 4 and all the even rows until 30: (k, p)x3, (p3, k1)x5, p3, (p, k)x3 

R 29 : (k, p)x3 , (k3, p1)x2, T1, (p1, k3)x3, (p, k)x3. 

Finally knit rows 1 to 28 include and finish by repeating twice the following 30 rows, (That 

is 28 rows + 60 rows of final motive): 

R1 and 17 : (k, p)x3 , (k3, p1)x2, T1, (p1, k3)x3, (p, k)x3. 

R2, 4 and all the even rows until 30: (k, p)x3 , (p3, k1)x5, p3, (p, k)x3 

R3, 7,11,15,19,21,23,25,27 and 29 : (k, p)x3, k3, (p1, k3)x5, (p, k)x3. 

R5 and 13: (k, p)x3, k3, p1, (T2,p1)x2, k3, (p, k)x3 

R9 : (k, p)x3, T1, (p1, T1)x2, (p, k)x3. 

Do 20 rows of seed stitch and bind off.  

Bring in the threads, wash and block (if you want) 

the scarf, cut the threads and wear! 

 


